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• Stress and resilience/willpower

• Why personal & professional development helps

• Creating a learning culture

• Lessons I’ve learnt re empowerment

AGENDA



CAROLINE STOCKMANN FCA: in a nutshell

• C-level finance professional in large blue-chips such 
as Unilever

• Trained coach
• Diversity & inclusion advocate
• CFO of large not-for-profits such as Save the

Children International and British Council
• Chief Executive of the ACT
• Deputy Chair of EACT and IGTA

Twitter: carolinessci
LinkedIn: 
Podcast: www.treasurers.org/
strategic-insights-podcasts



Our vision is that 
treasury everywhere 

has the highest 
standards of 

professionalism, 
bringing success to 
organisations and 

creating strong 
economies through 

strategic balancing of 
financial risks and 

opportunities.

Our mission is to 
embed the highest 

standards of 
professionalism and 

integrity in the 
treasury world,

and act as its leading 
advocate.



• what is stress (if you didn’t already know!)?
• definition of resilience
• relationship to willpower

STRESS AND RESILIENCE/WILLPOWER



RECOVERY VERSUS RESILIENCE
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• I don’t have any…
• Limited resources?
• Internal locus of control
• Acceptance 

RELATIONSHIP TO WILLPOWER
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1. ‘Body and soul’: sleep, water, nutrition, nature
2. Activity
3. Learning
4. Giving
5. Social contact
6. Being in the present

HOW TO BUILD AND MAINTAIN RESILIENCE
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CREATING CERTAINTY FROM UNCERTAINTY

…bad news versus no news?

Learning gives us certainty, as 
well as exercising a different 
part of our mind



• One of the resilience-boosters
• Career progression

– technical
– other skills (Business of Treasury research)

• Antidote to feeling of moving nowhere?

THE IMPORTANCE OF PERSONAL & 
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

But maybe 
it’s safer to 
hide away?

So how do we create the right environment?



2021 BUSINESS OF TREASURY RESEARCH



2021 BUSINESS OF TREASURY: BARRIERS TO PROGRESSION
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ENERGY, TIME AND PRIORITISATION:

how they apply to learning

RIGHT TIME RIGHT ENERGY PRIORITISATION PRODUCTIVITY



• Leadership
• Development plans
• New opportunities
• External stimuli

CREATING A LEARNING CULTURE



• Individualisation
– assess
– listen
– act

EMPOWERMENT LESSONS

Challenge, challenge, challenge – and trust first…



• Competency framework
• Treasury and cash management journeys
• ICAEW exemptions

ACT QUALIFICATIONS



ACT Competency Framework
Global treasury standards
Developed by the ACT in conjunction with employers and 
learning and development teams from multinational companies 
around the world 

Sets the standard for excellent treasury performance by defining 
required technical, business and behavioural competencies

Competencies defined at four treasury job levels: tactical, 
operational, managerial and strategic

Qualifications syllabi mapped to the framework at each job level 

Enables you to obtain the right skills and knowledge needed to 
drive team and business performance

treasurers.org/competencyframework



treasurers.org/membership



ACT QUALIFICATIONS PATHWAY



If you are qualified with the ICAEW, exemptions to ACT qualifications apply. 
You can check what exemptions are available to you at: 
https://academy.treasurers.org/accountants/icaew

EXEMPTIONS FOR ACCOUNTANTS



QUESTIONS?



@ACTupdate

treasurers.org/linkedin

facebook.com/actupdate

youtube.com/treasurers.org

treasurers.org/blogs

treasurers.org/strategic-insights-podcaststreasurers.org

• 14-17 June 2021: ACT Annual Conference and International Treasury Week
• 28-29 September 2021: ACT Middle East Treasury Summit
• 10 November 2021: ACT’s NOT the Annual Dinner
• 23-25 November: ACT Festival of Treasury Transformation
• New series of Strategic Insights Podcasts: treasurers.org/strategic-insights-

podcasts 

More from the ACT: 


